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SCHOOL OF THE WEEK: CHANCELLOR LIVINGSTON, RHINEBECK

The special area teachers at Chancellor Livingston Elementary School in Rhinebeck worked
together with K – 2 students for two months on a character education unit called “CLS Super
Friends.” By making an acrostic out of the word HERO, the students learned about being Helpful,
Engaged, Respectful and On task, as well as showing kindness, an ongoing character trait
throughout the unit. In the photos, clockwise from top left are Nicholas Santoro from the art class
of Fawn Johnson, Sandra Cruz and Liam Madden from the music class of Sandra Kane, Hailey
Torres and Patrick Dentico from the physical education class of Kevin Yarnell and Milo Tourtelot,
Lark Wright and Mischa Pomerantz from the library class of Nora Kindley. Courtesy photo

Drs. Lyons (Superintendent of ACSD)
and Miller (director of Math & Physics
Exploration) and Dawn Galente (Director
of Math, Science and Engineering) recently
presented certificates and awards generated
by a 3-D printer to three sixth-graders who
showed amazing math skills. These stu-
dents were selected by their elementary
school principals to attend this program.

More than 40 children in the fifth and
sixth grades are being taught college-level
math by the Math and Physics Exploration
in several school districts in Dutchess and
Ulster counties. Three of them –
Yashaswini Bonthu of Titusville
Intermediate, Brendon Chan of Arthur S
May and Sarena Lyder of Vail Farm in the
Arlington Central School District – are the
first being recognized for completing all of
the required work for the enriched math
course that they volunteered to attend.

These children were taught how to mul-
tiply infinite power series to prove several
trigonometric formulae. Amazingly, they
learned this task in about 10 hours of
instruction. The secret was the multiple use
of the distributive property and pattern
recognition to accomplish what now seems
to be an easy task.

To solve this problem, they had to learn
the basic properties of arithmetic, fractions,
negative numbers, exponents and factorials.

Dr. Miller taught them to solve a problem
that even he could not do while in graduate
school as a physics major. Normally, chil-
dren learn to solve problems that only take
a few minutes of effort as contrasted to this
problem, which takes about a half-hour to
solve once you have learned techniques of
organization and layout.

The confidence of these children is so
amazingly high that they all would like to
go to Harvard.

To complete the project they had to write
an essay on what they learned and they had
to do the whole problem to be presented as
a math paper. Then they were videoed as
they did the problem; watch them at the fol-
lowing YouTube links:

Brendon: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=DLMbHK8eTHM

Yashaswini: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=c7fEju3bid8

Sarena: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JqmgdhJaVTI

Because these children, who are now in
the sixth grade, are capable of understand-
ing material eight levels above their current
grade level, Math & Physics Exploration
worked with them so that they could learn
better what was at their current grade level
so that it would make their mathematical
base stronger. They were also encouraged
to help friends and students that struggled

Three students were recently recognized for completing required work for an enriched math
course taken at Math & Physics Exploration in LaGrange. The students (front row, from left)
Sarena Lyder, Brendon Chan and Yashaswini Bonthu, are pictured with (back row, from left)
Sarena’s father, Director of Math, Science and Engineering Dawn Galente, Arlington Schools
Superintendent Dr. Brendan Lyons, Yashaswini’s mother, Brendon’s mother and Math & Physics
Exploration Director Dr. Irvin Miller. Courtesy photo

The children who counted to infinity

with math.
The dilemma that Math & Physics

Exploration has created is that they can
teach children beyond what their parents
and other adults have learn. The center
already has had parents who are scientist
and engineers wish that they could have

taken the program.
They can! Why shouldn’t local children

be the best in the New York State in 
mathematics?

Submitted by Irvin M. Miller, Director of Math &
Physics Exploration
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